
The Christopher Gilbert Memorial Lecture
David Jones: Charles Rennie Mackintosh -A Future for 
the Past
Mackintosh’s furniture is frequently considered to have 
been heavily influenced by Japanese style, in the use of 
geometry and symmetry, and of simple forms usually 
finished in black lacquer - there are certainly



Brander-back chair, 1789, Laburnum (Scots laburnum), 
George Sandeman, maker, Perth. Waterston Family 
Collection

similarities. But David Jones presented a less commonly 
considered influence, Scottish vernacular furniture, part 
of Mackintosh’s immediate culture, a national heritage 
providing a rich source for the observant young 
architect.

Jones briefly reviewed the scope and diversity of 
Scottish seating furniture, including continental 
mannerist forms in the wealthy trading ports to the east, 
simple ladder-backs in Angus Glens, and Scandinavian 
influences in the remote western highlands and islands. 
One form, the brander-back chair, had come to 
symbolise Scottishness in the late 18th and 19th 
centuries, both in its simple country form and in the 
more sophisticated joinery practiced by the Edinburgh 
tvrights (see front cover image). Mackintosh chairs 
designed for William Douglas in 1910 show strong 
similarities with the brander-back form.

Jones gave a series of other instances where Scottish 
furniture seems to be a prime source for Mackintosh. A 
Glasgow-pattern chair produced by East Brothers in 
1900 has a tablet shape set into the single back rail, a 
design Mackintosh appears to have adapted in chairs he 
designed for Bassett-Lowke. The distinctive chairs for 
the Glasgow School of Art, with the curved back, 
designed in 1909, are somewhat similar to common 
Dutch kitchen chairs but this form has a Scottish 
ancestry too, in the cutty stools (meaning short chairs) of 
the west coast, with a solid seat, a bow arm raised on 
spindles and short splayed legs tenoned into the seat;
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Cutty stool, 19th-century, Strathdon, Aberdeenshire

Jones suggested Mackintosh’s iconic Willow Tea Rooms 
settle, with its curved back, can be seen as an abstraction 
of the cutty stool. And finally he showed how the tall- 
backed chairs Mackintosh designed for the Argyle Street 
Tearooms in 1898-99 were possibly derived from the 
tall, narrow backs of 17th-century Scottish caqueteuse 
chairs and the tendency towards vertical expression in 
Scottish tower houses and other architecture.

In conclusion Jones acknowledged that Mackintosh 
must have been aware of a wide range of potential 
design sources, but most historians had overlooked the 
source closest to his own heritage and national culture. 
It was certainly a compelling case and a fascinating 
lecture.

David Dewing
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